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ABSTRACT
Opportunistic networking enables many appealing applications including local social-networking, communication in emergency situations, and circumventing censorship. The increasing penetration of smartphones should, in theory, foster opportunistic networking. In practice, current candidate technologies for opportunistic networking, such as Wi-Fi ad-hoc, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi Direct, are either not available on current smartphones, or require undesired user interaction to establish connectivity.

To overcome these shortcomings, we propose WLAN-Opp for smartphones. This IEEE 802.11-based technology leverages the tethering mode of smartphones, a feature originally used to share Internet access, which allows smartphones to become WLAN-based access points that provide networks for other smartphones operating as stations. The transitions between WLAN-Opp access point and station mode are randomized as a function of the number of other co-located networks and stations, and depend on duty cycling intervals.

We optimize the probabilistic operations in a simulation study and provide a parametrized implementation of WLAN-Opp for out of the box smartphones. By replaying real contact traces in simulation, we find that WLAN-Opp can utilize up to 80% of the contact time while saving up to 90% of the energy Wi-Fi ad-hoc would consume. Finally, we demonstrate in a field trial with 34 users over 5 days that WLAN-Opp can provide a practical solution in a realistic setting.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ubiquitous network connectivity is often taken for granted in developed countries. Yet, natural disasters such as earthquakes or floods, which occur more often than commonly believed [5], hamper the performance of communication networks and, in worst case, may destroy network infrastructures. Another example of missing connectivity can be found in developing countries where high-bandwidth connectivity is not provided area-wide. Even if networks are available, authoritarian governments often censor communication by blocking access to information and online social networks (e.g., YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) [9] and can even cause an Internet and mobile phone outage [4].

Opportunistic networks provide an appealing technology to maintain delay-tolerant connectivity under such harsh conditions as well as offload existing infrastructure [8,17], or even support freedom of speech. In opportunistic networks [2,20], mobile wireless devices cooperate to distribute information over spontaneous wireless links whenever mobile devices encounter one another. The increasing penetration of smartphones and tablets favor...
the feasibility of such networks, however, there is a lack of enabling networking technologies for ad-hoc establishment of wireless links in today’s smart mobile devices. Most of all, common smartphones do not support IEEE 802.11 WLAN ad-hoc [12], unless rooted or jail-broken. Communicating via Bluetooth is another option, but this option is limited in terms of communication range and bandwidth as well as human interaction-free discoverability. Although recent developments achieve wider ranges and better transfer rates through hybrid solutions, still WLAN-based networking provides at least 3–10 times higher rates. Wi-Fi Direct [27], the Wi-Fi Alliance’s answer to Bluetooth suffers from cumbersome manual discovery and pairing procedures which in addition are very energy intensive [26].

With WLAN-Opp, we propose an approach to establish connectivity among modern smartphones based on basic WLAN infrastructure functionality, namely access points (APs) and its associated stations (STAs). WLAN-Opp uses the tethering mode of smartphones that allows the device to become an AP. This way, a communication infrastructure is established for co-located devices (devices in contact), which in turn can connect to the provided WLAN network as stations without requiring time-consuming pairing of devices or cumbersome user input on encounters. Further, the functions necessary for WLAN-Opp are provided by the API of common smartphones. These characteristics make WLAN-Opp a very practical opportunistic networking approach.

Conceptually, WLAN-Opp allows to adapt to various topologies of co-located devices by controlling periods of scanning and connectivity, and changing between AP and station mode. The flexibility in changing between AP and station mode allows to share the load of providing AP functionality and, thus, to control resource consumption, in particular battery power. Yet, providing the necessary connectivity in a dynamic environment where mobile devices appear and disappear frequently is not straightforward. To solve this problem, WLAN-Opp introduces parametrized randomization of state changes as a core method.

We presented the concept of WLAN-Opp first in [25], where we provided a proof of concept based on simulation. In this paper, we extend our work by a detailed description of a more realistic and flexible WLAN-Opp state machine and a detailed investigation of its major parameters and their impact on contact utilization, i.e., the fraction of the time co-located devices can actually communicate via WLAN-Opp. Further we validate the simulated state machine by an implementation of WLAN-Opp on real devices. Overall, we make the following contributions:

- We introduce the details of WLAN-Opp including the state model, randomization, and parameters controlling the behavior of WLAN-Opp (Section 2). We investigate these parameters for varying amounts of co-located devices in a stationary setting using event-driven simulation. As a result of this study, we provide an appropriate configuration of WLAN-Opp for good contact utilization (Section 3).
- By exposing WLAN-Opp to a set of real mobility traces we demonstrate that the occurring contacts are well utilized by WLAN-Opp, i.e., up to 80%, while saving up to 90% of the energy Wi-Fi ad-hoc would consume (Section 4).
- We implement WLAN-Opp on Android, the currently dominating mobile OS, and make it available as open-source. Using this implementation, we validate our approach by comparing simulation and real measurements and thus show that our simulation model accurately matches the behavior of real smartphones (Section 5).
- Finally, we present a field study lasting over five days with 34 participants and demonstrate the practicality of WLAN-Opp on real devices in an everyday setting. This experiment also shows the usefulness of an additional feature of WLAN-Opp, i.e., leveraging available open access points in the environment to save energy (Section 6).

2. WLAN-Opp

WLAN-Opp uses the WLAN access point feature of mobile phones to enable delay-tolerant connectivity. Some devices change into access point mode (AP) and provide the wireless network, while other devices are in idle mode (IDLE) and scan for networks or are connected to a network as a station (STA). In STA mode, devices are still able to scan and discover additional networks. Fig. 1a shows the simplest WLAN-Opp network between one AP and one STA node.

2.1. Challenges

Establishing opportunistic connectivity between mobile devices in proximity is the primary goal of WLAN-Opp. Therefore, being aware of other nodes and coordinated AP mode provisioning are key factors to be considered by the opportunistic networking scheme, which faces the following challenges:

- IDLE nodes can scan for networks to discover APs, but are unaware each other (Fig. 1b). A fraction of nodes may thus be in proximity but not yet connected.
- APs are unable to scan for networks and are thus unable to detect each other (Fig. 1c). APs are only aware of their STAs, i.e., nodes that are associated with them. Hence, they might miss opportunities to join other existing networks in proximity leading to partitioned networks (disjoint groups, cf. Fig. 1d).
- Finally, STAs associated with different APs are not aware of each other. This is the second cause for disjoint groups that are unable to communicate with each other (Fig. 1d).

1 These challenges are mainly given by the smartphone’s OS and solvable with access to the Wi-Fi driver. However, this would require rooting the device or installing a custom Android OS.
To prevent the opportunistic network from being caught in these situations, there is need to randomize the time the nodes remain in the respective modes.

2.2. Randomization

To overcome the limits of device discovery and disjoint groups, we randomize the decision of a node to keep or change its mode, and consequently, limit the time spent in each mode. This ensures that two or more devices will most likely not remain in the same mode (all IDLE or all AP) for indefinite time. Hence, mutual discovery is facilitated (solving the problems shown in Fig. 1b and c).

The randomization-based mechanism also introduces topological dynamics and reorganizes disjoint groups. In static scenarios, e.g., in an office or at home, the forced topology changes increase the likelihood that co-located devices that are connected to different APs will eventually be able to communicate (solving the problem shown in Fig. 1d). In mobile scenarios, topology changes come for free as devices move in and out of range of each other. Still, randomization has an advantage concerning simplicity and robustness as it provides a simply way to adapt to topology changes without requiring communication. For example, if the AP that currently provides connectivity unexpectedly leaves the group, another random node will take over. For this reason we base the WLAN-Opp state machine on randomized decisions.

2.3. WLAN-Opp state machine

The main part of WLAN-Opp is its state machine with probabilistic transitions, which implements the concept of randomization. The transitions depend on the current situation, i.e., the availability of networks and number of neighbors in the environment, as well as the time having already spent in AP mode. A node’s possible states (IDLE, STA, and AP) and the state transitions are depicted in Fig. 2. Table 1 summarizes the variables influencing the state transition probabilities. To ease analysis, implementation, and execution, WLAN-Opp is designed to run in slotted mode, with slot time $t_{slot}$. In every slot, the state machine is executed. This way, we may adjust the behavior of WLAN-Opp to new settings by simply modifying the state transition probabilities. Alternatively, dynamically changing time periods per state may be used, yet, this adds complexity to implementation and analysis. Note that the slots are not synchronized among the nodes. We now detail the operation in the each of the WLAN-Opp states.

**IDLE mode:** The IDLE state is the initial state of a WLAN-Opp node and the state a node returns to when loosing connection in STA mode or after ceding the AP role. In the IDLE state, the node scans for available networks. This state is left when the node switches to either STA or AP mode.

**STA mode:** IDLE nodes may eventually find an available network and will connect to it. If multiple networks are discovered simultaneously, one is picked uniformly at random. In STA mode, a node still scans for networks and switches to another available network with switching probability $p_{STA\text{ switch}}^\text{STA} \left( N_c \right)$:

$$p_{STA\text{ switch}}^\text{STA} = p_{STA\text{ switch}}^\text{STA} \left( N_c \right).$$

In principle, a device aims at staying in a network that provides connectivity to many of its co-located devices. Hence, the probability to switch to another, yet unknown network should decrease with an increasing number of current neighbors $N_c$.

**AP mode:** If an IDLE node finds no networks to connect to, it becomes an AP and creates a network by itself with probability $p_{AP\text{ on}}^\text{AP}$. As nodes in AP mode consume more resources than in the other modes, the probability should depend on the time a node has not been an AP denoted as $t_{AP\text{ off}}$. Additionally, as recent neighbors to whom the node has just been connected to (in case the network just disappeared) compete in becoming the next AP, the probability to become an AP should also depend on the number of
recent neighbors \(N_r\) (intuitively, it should decrease with \(N_r\)):

\[
p_{on}^{AP} = p_{off}^{AP}(t_{on}^{AP}, N_r).
\]

For the same resource consumption reasons, AP mode should be turned off with probability \(p_{off}^{AP}\) that depends on the time already spent in AP mode denoted by \(t_{on}^{AP}\). Another factor should be the number of current neighbors \(N_c\), i.e., the number of stations that are currently served and would loose connectivity:

\[
p_{off}^{AP} = p_{off}^{AP}(t_{on}^{AP}, N_c).
\]

The probability \(p_{off}^{AP}\) should decrease with the number of neighbors \(N_c\) and increase with \(t_{on}^{AP}\), the time already spent in AP mode. Note that an actual low battery power level may additionally be considered to limit the time in AP mode. In this work, we only use such limits in the field trial (cf. Section 6).

The choice of the network switching probability \(p_{switch}^{STA}\) and the AP turn off probability \(p_{off}^{AP}\) highly impact the utilization of a contact, i.e., the fraction of the time co-located nodes may communicate. These parameters are thus studied in detail in Section 3. Differently, the probability to become an AP, \(p_{on}^{AP}\), is defined straightforward to assure that only one co-located station turns into an AP on expectation by design, as introduced in the following.

### 2.4. Design decisions

The WLAN-Opp state machine has been implemented both in simulation and on real devices to evaluate WLAN-Opp and to demonstrate its practicality. To provide a realistic design, we have to consider a few real world aspects. First of all, some operations do not happen instantaneously but take some time on real devices, like scanning for networks and connecting to one of them. Second, devices have a limited energy source, which requires certain design decisions concerning duty cycling and fairness. Last, devices may disappear, either because they crash, run out of battery, or because they move away. This requires a robust design of the AP selection protocol.

**Temporal operation granularity:** On real mobile devices, operations take a certain amount of time. For example, Android is set to scan for networks every five seconds and it takes around 4.5 s to turn-on AP mode on a Google Nexus One device. To make sure all operations can complete during one slot, the slot time should be at least five to ten seconds. On the other hand, the slot time should not be too long, otherwise changes in the network environment are missed. For example, the device may not be aware of the loss of neighbors or the availability of new networks, and actions are delayed. Additionally, the slot time should not be equal on all nodes to avoid synchronized state changes that prevent nodes from reaching a stable setting. Also, the time slots do not need to be of equal length in all states. Generally, to achieve a good trade-off, we select the slot duration uniformly at random in the range from 10 to 15 s for the real implementation and for the simulation: \(t_{slot} = U[10, 15]\). However, in the IDLE state, we achieve a slightly better performance if we scan for new networks and initiate association attempts to available networks twice in every time slot, i.e., every 5–7.5 s.

**Fairness and duty cycling:** The AP mode is the most energy consuming mode in WLAN-Opp since a node has

### Table 1

Variables that influence the state machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input variables</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Networks</td>
<td>Available WLAN networks (# APs in proximity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_c)</td>
<td>Current neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_r)</td>
<td>Recent neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t_{off}^{AP})</td>
<td>Time since last AP mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t_{on}^{AP})</td>
<td>Time in AP mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2. State transition diagram of WLAN-Opp.](image)
to send SSID beacons about every 100 ms and to relay traffic. For the sake of fairness we limit the time a node is allowed to stay in AP mode \((t_{on}^P)\) to \(t_{on,\text{max}}^P\) and we duty cycle the AP operation by introducing a minimum time \(t_{off,\text{min}}^P\), a node has to wait before becoming an AP again; we denote the time a node is off-duty by \(t_{off}^P\). To achieve higher network stability, a longer \(t_{on,\text{max}}^P\) is preferred, but it comes at the cost of high energy consumption of one single device. However, nodes with an external power supply may choose to provide AP functionality indefinitely, e.g., to aid neighbor connectivity in popular hotspots. In case battery power is used, a smaller \(t_{on,\text{max}}^P\) will be chosen, which improves energy consumption fairness among a set of devices. While the WLAN-Opp platform allows for such a per device configuration of the maximum AP time, the performance analysis of the WLAN-Opp state machine was performed with a constant value \(t_{on,\text{max}}^P = 10\) min. We thoroughly analyze how to adaptively choose the maximum AP time to optimize fairness and efficiency depending on the anticipated remaining contact time among devices in [26].

The duty cycle mainly impacts neighbor discovery. While a larger \(t_{off,\text{min}}^P\) saves power, we miss more connection opportunities. To improve this trade-off, duty cycling should depend on the context. Hence, if neighbors are present, we set the cycles to a short duration, \(t_{off,\text{min}}^P = 10\) s, that will exponentially increase each time a devices becomes an AP, but no STA associations happen; \(t_{off}^P\) increases up to a configurable maximum time denoted by \(\max(t_{off,\text{min}}^P)\). This way, WLAN-Opp can efficiently adapt to changes in node densities such as given by day-night cycles.

**Randomized AP selection:** Communication always requires an AP, but multiple co-located APs result in disjoint groups – a situation we aim to avoid by the following approach: If sufficient time has elapsed since the last time the node was in AP mode, i.e., \(t_{off}^P > t_{off,\text{min}}^P\), a node may consider becoming an AP depending on the estimated availability of other nodes with potential to change to AP mode, which we call *candidates*. In case the node was just connected to another AP, which might have moved away or turned itself off, the estimated number of candidates \(C\) is the number of recent neighbors \(N_r\). If no recent neighbors are known, i.e., \(N_r = 0\), we set \(C = 2\) as this is the minimal number of candidates to justify setting up a network and becoming an AP. More formally, we have

\[
C(N_r) = \begin{cases} N_r & \text{if } N_r > 0 \\ 2 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

The probability \(p_{on}^{AP}\) is set to be inversely proportional to the estimated candidates \(C(N_r)\), i.e.,

\[
p_{on}^{AP}(t_{off}^P, N_r) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{C(N_r)} & \text{if } t_{off}^P > t_{off,\text{min}}^P \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

With this definition, we will have exactly one device becoming an AP on expectation. For a randomized protocol, this is the ideal tradeoff between finding the next AP as fast as possible while minimizing the probability of multiple APs and disjoint groups. Further, it is ensured that the AP of the recent network will not immediately become an AP again. Whereas such a simple random AP handover is inherently less efficient than a deterministic solution, this random scheme has two advantages: (i) it does not require any additional communication among the devices and (ii) it is very robust if the current AP or the soon to be AP suddenly becomes unavailable due to mobility. For these reasons, WLAN-Opp implements this simple randomized AP selection scheme, while more sophisticated schemes are studied in future work.

In the following, we will detail and study the probabilities to switch off AP mode and to switch between networks in station mode, with respect to their impact on the utilization of contacts.

### 3. Parameter study

WLAN-Opp is controlled by its state transition probabilities, which depend on external factors such as available networks or neighbors (cf. Table 1). To study how these factors should impact the probabilities and thus the performance of WLAN-Opp, we model WLAN-Opp in an event-driven simulator. Similar to real devices, each node in the simulation implements its own clock and runs the state machine (cf. Fig. 2) in every time slot. The simulation period consists of 100 h, resulting in 25,000–36,000 events per node. For this parameter study we assume a *static scenario*, where a given number of devices are constantly in range. They are, however, not aware of their total number.

First, we define the performance metrics used for the study. Then, we use the simulator to find the parameter settings for the transition probabilities \(p_{STA}^{\text{switch}}\) and \(p_{off}^{AP}\) that perform well for the given metrics.

#### 3.1. Performance metrics

The ultimate aim of WLAN-Opp is to provide a connection whenever there is a contact. To evaluate how well this goal is met, we introduce the metric *utilization ratio*, which is the fraction of the total pairwise contact time \(t_{contact}\) a pair is actually able to communicate:

\[
r = \frac{t_{com}}{t_{contact}},
\]

where \(t_{com}\) is the connection time of the node pair. The average utilization ratio among all node pairs, is denoted as \(\bar{r}\).

In the case of a static scenario, this metric indicates how well WLAN-Opp can break up disjoint small groups to combine them to larger groups (largest possible groups). At the same time, it reflects the disconnection times due to restructuring. In dynamic scenarios involving mobility, the utilization ratio is mostly impacted by duty cycling of the discovery process, i.e., how often nodes become an AP to be discoverable.

#### 3.2. Switching between networks

The station switching probability \(p_{STA}^{\text{switch}}\) determines the flexibility of a node in STA mode to associate with another
network, if available. During our study of $p_{\text{sta}}^{\text{off}}$, we assume that multiple networks are available which can be used by all nodes. Every node under investigation always stays in STA mode and must not become an AP. This way, we can analyze $p_{\text{sta}}^{\text{off}}$ in isolation.

As introduced in Eq. (1), $p_{\text{sta}}^{\text{off}}$ is a function of the number of current neighbors $N_c$. In case $N_c = 0$, the node should switch networks with probability $p_{\text{sta}}^{\text{off}} = 1$ as there is currently no node available to communicate with. Otherwise, the probability should decrease with the number of current neighbors, scaled by an exponential factor $\alpha$ and weighted by $w_s$:

$$p_{\text{switch}}^{\text{sta}}(N_c) = \begin{cases} \frac{w_s \cdot N_c^{-\alpha}}{1} & \text{if } N_c > 0 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$ (7)

To find an appropriate setting of $\alpha$ and $w_s$, we perform a simulation with varying parameters for different amounts of co-located users $N$. We explore the range of $N \in \{2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26\}$, which is feasible for opportunistic networks that may appear in practice. Another input variable is the number of available networks. However, the number of networks does not influence the utilization ratio, given there is more than one network.² In the simulation, three available networks are used. We find that the utilization ratio $\bar{r}$ heavily depends on the number of co-located users $N$. The parameter space exploration yields a good utilization ratio $\bar{r}$ for $\alpha = 2$ and $w_s = \frac{1}{30}$ for all $N$.

The detailed impact of $\alpha$ is shown in Fig. 3a. For $N = 2$ nodes, the maximum number of current neighbors is 1 and thus not affected by $\alpha$. For $\alpha < 1$ the utilization declines rapidly with increasing number of nodes. The intuition behind this observation is that a node’s desire to stay in a group of neighbors scales slower than the group size. For this reason, $\alpha$ should be at least 1. Using values greater than 1 makes bigger groups more attractive and, at the same time, makes the network more stable by automatically clustering at bigger group sizes. In particular for higher $N$ and larger values of $\alpha$ such as $\alpha = 3$, the flexibility of the network is hampered as small stable groups are formed, which leads to network partitioning and thus reduces the utilization ratio $\bar{r}$.

The influence of the weight $w_s$ is shown in Fig. 3b. Here again, the parameter settings for a good utilization ratio $\bar{r}$ depend strongly on $N$. Smaller groups prefer more stability, denoted by a small $w_s$ but larger groups need to remain flexible. All in all, for $w_s = \frac{1}{30}$ the simulation yields a generally good result for all group sizes.

### 3.3. Switching AP functionality

The AP turn off probability $p_{\text{off}}^{\text{ap}}$ controls the time a node stays in AP mode. On the one hand, this probability determines the stability of the network while on the other hand it ensures fairness among a group of co-located devices in terms of energy consumption. By forcing a change in AP provisioning, WLAN-Opp aims not to drain a single device’s battery.

To study the impact of $p_{\text{off}}^{\text{ap}}$, we focus on the AP mode operation, i.e., switching on and off AP mode. Whenever nodes are in STA mode, they are configured with the parameters found above (Section 3.2). As introduced in Eq. (3), the AP turn off probability $p_{\text{off}}^{\text{ap}}$ is a function of $t_{\text{on}}^{\text{ap}}$, the time operating in AP mode, and the number of current neighbors $N_c$. If $t_{\text{on}}^{\text{ap}}$ exceeds the time allowed to stay in AP mode ($t_{\text{on,max}}^{\text{ap}}$), the node changes its state to IDLE. Otherwise, the probability to change to IDLE depends on the current number of neighbors $N_c$. Without having neighbors, $p_{\text{off}}^{\text{ap}} = 1$ in order to turn off AP mode. Thus, the probability to switch off AP mode is given as follows determined by the exponent scaling factor $\beta$ and weight $w_a$:

$$p_{\text{off}}^{\text{ap}}(t_{\text{on}}^{\text{ap}}, N_c) = \begin{cases} \frac{w_a \cdot N_c^{-\beta}}{1} & \text{if } t_{\text{on}}^{\text{ap}} < t_{\text{on,max}}^{\text{ap}} \text{ and } N_c > 0 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$ (8)

---

² We verified that with various amounts of networks. The intuition behind this is simple: nodes tend to cluster in very few networks anyway.

---

Fig. 3. Station switching probability ($p_{\text{sta}}^{\text{off}}$): impact of parameters $\alpha$ and $w_s$ on average utilization ratio $\bar{r}$ for different numbers of co-located nodes $N$, number of networks is 3 (standard deviation is negligible and thus omitted): (a) $\bar{r}$ as a function of $\alpha$ (weight $w_s = \frac{1}{30}$) and (b) $\bar{r}$ as a function of $w_s$ (exponent scaling factor $\alpha = 2$).
To find a good setting of $\beta$ and $w_a$, we simulate the whole parameter space for different amounts of co-located users $N$. As before, we explore the range of $N \in \{2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26\}$. Nodes operating in STA mode use the parameter values $\alpha = 2$ and $w_a = \frac{1}{20}$ (cf. Section 3.2). For reasons of fairness, we set the maximal AP on time to $r_{\text{on}, \text{max}}^{\text{AP}} = 600 \, \text{s}$ (see Section 2.4). For duty cycling we use a minimum AP off time of 10 s that exponentially increases up to $\max(r_{\text{off}}^{\text{AP}}) = 600 \, \text{s}$. The parameter space exploration resulted that a good utilization ratio $r$ is achieved for $\beta = \frac{1}{2}$ and $w_a = \frac{1}{20}$ for all $N$.\footnote{Varying the maximal AP time has actually a slight impact on the optimal parameters. When significantly increasing $\max(r_{\text{on}, \text{max}}^{\text{AP}})$, the optimum slightly moves to more stable parameters (bigger $\beta$ and smaller $w_a$). In practice, maximum AP times should be chosen based on battery life and fairness considerations and not their minimal impact on the utilization ratio.}

The detailed influence of the exponent scaling factor $\beta$ is shown in Fig. 4a. Its impact on the values of $r$ is actually nearly negligible. The utilization however varies depending on the number of nodes $N$ due to increasing partitions of the network: the number of APs and, thus, emerging networks (network partitions) is higher when more devices are present. All in all, taking into account the whole range of $N$, a good setting for $\beta$ is $\frac{1}{2}$.

The results with varying weights $w_a$ are shown in Fig. 4b. We basically observe again the absence of a clear optimum and a strong dependence on the group size due to the resulting network partitions. Taking into account the full range of $N$, a good setting for $w_a$ is $\frac{1}{20}$.

3.4. Influence of amount of co-located devices

As shown before, the number of co-located users $N$ greatly impacts the utilization ratio $r$. We thus observe different outcomes of WLAN-Opp for different $N$, depending on the parameter settings as visualized in Fig. 5. For very small amounts of co-located nodes, such as $N = 2$, a static configuration is beneficial as reconfiguration attempts are in vain. For very large groups, e.g., $N = 26$, the most flexible configuration performs best, as reconfigurations to join so far disjoint groups are desired. Finally, it can be seen that for our selected parameters resulting from the previous parameter study, WLAN-Opp performs constantly well over a wide range of group sizes. However, there is clearly room for improvement. The most straightforward candidates are deterministic AP handover schemes requiring minimal communication among the nodes.

4. Evaluation of WLAN-Opp under mobility

Whenever mobility comes into play, a contact of two or more devices becomes a precious good in opportunistic networks. It is thus crucial for a neighbor discovery and communication establishment protocol to exploit the time in proximity as much as possible. In this section, we evaluate how well WLAN-Opp utilizes the contacts given in real world mobility traces. The fundamental mechanism that influences the contact utilization ratio is the duty cycling of operations for connectivity provisioning such as becoming an AP. These operations consume a considerably large amount of energy. In the following, we evaluate the impact of duty cycling on the energy consumption and utilization ratio of different contact traces.

4.1. Contact traces

We evaluate the WLAN-Opp state machine under mobility by replaying four real world contact traces presented in the following. These traces differ in terms of size, duration, and contact frequency. Their main characteristics are summarized in Table 2.

**H06**: During Infocom 2006, contact traces of 78 conference attendees wearing Bluetooth devices were collected for the Haggle project [3]. The granularity of the direct contacts collected on four continuous days is given by the two minute scanning interval of the devices. In total there are 128,979 contacts.
The MIT Reality Mining project [7] collected Blue-
tooth contacts with a five minute scanning interval of 96
students and staff members on the MIT campus during
several month. We extract the 15 weeks of the trace with
the highest contact density. We looked at a total of
75,425 contacts.

The ETH trace was collected on the ETH campus in
2005, from 20 researchers carrying a PocketPC [16]. Scan-
ing was done via beacons over Wi-Fi ad-hoc with a two
second interval. There are a total of 18,293 recorded
contacts.

The San Francisco taxicab trace contains GPS posi-
tion recordings for over 500 taxicabs over a period of a
month [21]. The contacts in this trace are inferred based
on a conservative transmission range of 30 m. This results
in a total of 1,332,261 inferred contacts.

4.2. Duty cycling: contact utilization vs. energy consumption

WLAN-Opp is duty cycled by design, as being discover-
able and performing a discovery is not possible at the same
time, thus, these phases have to alternate. We can however
tune the length of the cycles by adjusting the minimal AP
off time \( t_{\text{off, min}}^{AP} \), i.e., the limit of its exponential back-off
max \( (t_{\text{off, min}}^{AP}) \). By increasing this time, a device is less
frequently in the energy hungry AP state but on the down-
side it is less discoverable leading to missed contact oppor-
tunities. In order to analyze the effect of duty cycling on
the contact utilization and energy consumption we apply
the simulation model to real world contact traces resulting
in the duration each node spends in one of the three states
IDLE, STA, or AP. Yet, we also need to know the energy con-
sumption of these states, Table 3 summarizes battery life-
time measurements performed on a Nexus One for all the
required states. While the exact amount of energy might
vary among phones and batteries, the ratios of the different
states provide a more stable and significant measure. The
battery consumption in STA mode is 5.97 times higher
than in IDLE mode, the one of AP mode is 4.35 times higher
than in STA mode. Similar factors were obtained from
energy measurements on other phones [26].

Using these energy values, Fig. 6 shows the energy con-
sumption of a node under the mobility defined by the four
traces depending on the duty cycle. The energy is
expressed as a fraction of the energy the traditional Wi-Fi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Properties of contact traces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Contacts total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Contacts/node</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption of different operations expressed as the percentage of a Nexus One battery they consume in one hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11 scanning (IDLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP beaconing (STA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11 SSID beaconing (AP/Ad-Hoc)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Utilization ratio depending on number of co-located users and ‘flexibility’ due to the chosen parameter setting: red bars (“static”, left) show a static configuration, green bars (“dynamic”, right) show a very flexible configuration, and yellow bars (“optimum”, middle) show the parameter setting of Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

Fig. 6. The effect of duty cycling on the energy consumption for the different traces.
ad-hoc protocol would require. We assume that a node in ad-hoc mode consumes comparable amount of energy to the AP mode as it also advertises a WLAN network by sending out SSID beacons. We can clearly see that for a maximum \( t_{\text{min}} / t_{\text{max}} > 20 \text{ min} (1200 \text{ s}) \), the energy consumption is almost constant. While the actual consumption depends on how many contacts are present in the trace, the overall consumption is significantly lower than the traditional IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc protocol. While this is not that surprising, given that a node in Wi-Fi ad-hoc mode would need to constantly beacon, we will now investigate the effect of duty cycling on contact utilization.

The contact utilization ratio (Eq. (6)) is measured as the percentage of the aggregated pairwise contact times during which WLAN-Opp manages to connect the pair. Fig. 7 shows that the contact utilization ratio only slightly decreases with a longer duty cycle. If we assume a cycle of 20 min as proposed above, the utilization is between 50% and 80%, depending on the trace. In contrast to Fig. 5 where the utilization ratio was determined by the speed of the AP handover, here the utilization loss is dominated by the effect of duty cycling the discovery process which leads to undetected short contacts. The reason why the SF trace performs so poorly is thus its massive amount of short contacts. Over 20% of the total contact time are short contacts that last less than one minute, which is below the granularity of the MIT and H06 traces. Such contacts can hardly be utilized by WLAN-Opp at all. Generally, traces with fewer short contacts result in a better utilization. In any case, the tremendously reduced energy consumption, resulting in about 10–25% of the amount Wi-Fi ad-hoc networking consumes, justifies the small decrease in contact utilization.

**5. Model validation: simulation vs. real world**

WLAN-Opp has not only been implemented in simulation, but also on Android-based smartphones. While WLAN-Opp on Android was implemented as a framework that enables the deployment of opportunistic applications, we use it here to validate the simulated state machine of WLAN-Opp. In order to compare the behavior of the state machine in the simulation and the real world, we compare the pairwise connection and inter-connection time distributions, as it allows best to capture the dynamics of the system. We conduct the experiment on up to ten Galaxy Nexus devices running Android 4.1.2.

We show results based on the parameters chosen in Section 3 (i.e., \( \alpha = 2 \), \( \beta = 0.5 \), \( w_i = \frac{1}{40} \), \( w_a = \frac{1}{20} \)). Additional experiments with other parameter settings were performed, which further confirm the match of the simulation and the real world implementation. We set the maximal time to stay in AP mode to \( t_{\text{on max}} = 600 \text{ s} \) in order to get a rather dynamic scenario also for larger numbers of co-located nodes \( N \). The pairwise connection times are thus always below 600 s.

The simulation-based and real world implementations of WLAN-Opp both implement the same state machine. However, the simulation model does not capture all real world phenomena, such as interference. The distributions thus show a high similarity, but are not an exact match of one another. By introducing an additional interference factor to simulation, we show that it is further possible to adjust the simulation to the real world. Since modeling interference is difficult we only simulate the most prominent effect. The interference we implement corresponds to the association process, which commonly takes longer to succeed if more devices try to associate at the same time. Figs. 8 and 9 show the distributions of the real world implementation and the simulation-based implementation (simulation, cf. Sections 3 and 4), and the simulation with interference introduced above (simulation (interference)).

How the connection times are distributed among those 600 s depends on the number of co-located nodes \( N \) as shown in Fig. 8. While for all \( N \) the simulation closely follows the real world, the impact of real world imperfections are more visible the more co-located nodes are present (\( N = 10 \)). The same is true for the inter-connection time distribution visualized in Fig. 9. Here we can observe a clear improvement in similarity to the real world when applying simulated interference. While generally the differences increase with an increasing \( N \), the simulation manages to closely match the reality.

**6. Field trial**

To show the feasibility of WLAN-Opp in a real setting, we ran a field trial for five subsequent working days (from Monday morning until Friday evening) in the urban area of Zurich, Switzerland. A total of 34 users equipped with smartphones participated consisting mainly of employees of two neighboring research labs, four employees of a small startup with ties to one of the research labs, and two external persons. Overall, 19 distinct device models from five different vendors were used. A total amount of 94,215 connections were recorded, which is an average of 2771 connections per node. As expected, the number of neighbors of devices varies heavily during one day. Fig. 10 shows the daily patterns for the accumulated amount of connected neighbors of all devices. Office hours of each day are clearly visible. During peak time, the maximum
number of simultaneously discovered neighbors by a particular device is 15.

In urban settings, many Wi-Fi networks are actually available and some of them do not require credentials for a connection. Such open access points seamlessly integrate with WLAN-Opp as the WLAN-Opp state machine does not differentiate between networks generated by a device running WLAN-Opp or other available and open networks (with the exception that WLAN-Opp knows for sure it will find a neighbor on a WLAN-Opp network). Many of such open access points allow for two associated devices to communicate even if Internet access is restricted by a captive portal. By using open access points, connectivity can be provided in an energy-efficient way as no smartphone has to take the AP role.

A study by Kärkkäinen et al. [13] shows that out of 50 randomly selected open access points in the city of Helsinki, 60% can be used for opportunistic communications. We verified this study on a larger scale in Zurich downtown. Out of 2103 analyzed access points in the city, we were able to communicate through half of them when testing with both, multicast and unicast packet transmissions. Fig. 11 shows all usable networks in Zurich downtown. Given this high coverage of hotspots in Zurich, in our study, WLAN-Opp smartphones operated a considerable time in station mode utilizing infrastructure WLANs to communicate with other WLAN-Opp smartphones.

The main observations of the study are: (i) WLAN-Opp was able to provide opportunistic communication, (ii) it is possible to operate WLAN-Opp without disturbing the user as its only active in the background when the screen is off, (iii) the slightly faster battery depletion was acceptable but should be improved by smarter duty cycling, (iv) in a campus setting or in urban areas, available open access points allow devices to operate most of the time in the less energy intensive station mode, and (v) during AP mode, disabling 3G is required to avoid unwanted tethering costs.

7. Discussion and related work

In the previous sections, we demonstrated that WLAN-Opp is a mature enabling technology for opportunistic networks that can overcome limitations of current technologies. Here, we discuss related opportunistic networking applications, security implications, and energy efficiency issues.

Opportunistic networking: Opportunistic networks have been researched on for more than ten years and...
important theoretic and simulation-based results have been achieved [10,11,22,24]. From the perspective of real applications, no opportunistic application has reached public usage. There are, however, a few notable research prototypes. The three projects 7DS [19], Haggle [23], and PodNet [15], built different types of opportunistic media sharing applications based on Wi-Fi ad-hoc and Bluetooth. However, as these communication technologies are either unavailable on off-the-shelf smartphones or have unrealistic setup requirements involving human interaction, it was difficult for those projects to reach the public. Here, we see the need for a technology such as WLAN-Opp to bridge this gap.

**Security:** Some ad-hoc protocols such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Direct have a strong emphasis on security by enforcing secure pairing. While secure pairing in general provides some degree of security, it hinders the fast and transparent establishment of opportunistic networks. Further, it was shown that Bluetooth does not provide sufficient security despite secure pairing [18]. Thus, with WLAN-Opp we push security from the networking to the application layer as done in the Internet and rely on applications to use end to end security measures, such as TLS [6].

**Energy efficiency:** WLAN-Opp already provides means to conserve battery consumption by limiting the time a node remains in the energy intensive AP mode. In addition, if no current application requires communication with a neighbor, WLAN-Opp can easily duty cycle neighbor discovery and save battery power. Smartphone measurements have shown that transmitting and receiving data causes nearly three times the energy consumption of the idle state [1]. Further, context awareness could help to reduce the energy required for neighbor discovery [14]. For example, low power sensors, such as the accelerometer could be used to detect whether a node is moving and the discovery intervals may be adapted accordingly.
8. Conclusion and future work

We have proposed WLAN-Opp, a viable and energy-efficient WLAN-based protocol that enables opportunistic communications by exploiting the mobile access point mode of today’s smartphones. WLAN-Opp may flexibly switch between access point and station mode depending on other available networks and number of neighbors, constrained by time thresholds that assure that a device is not exploited by the resource consuming access point mode. Randomization of state transitions between the modes of WLAN-Opp prevents from missing contact opportunities and network partitioning. This way, WLAN-Opp can utilize contacts originating from sampled real mobility up to 80% while saving up to 90% of the energy Wi-Fi ad-hoc would consume.

We have implemented WLAN-Opp on Android, currently the most used smartphone platform. In a field trial with 34 participants observed over five days, WLAN-Opp demonstrated its practicality in real scenarios. While we finally have a platform that can clearly promote opportunistic networking, there is still room for future work on optimizing WLAN-Opp. We already tackled aspects of energy fairness and efficiency in WLAN-Opp [26]. A next step would be to analyze the impact WLAN-Opp has on delay tolerant routing and on traffic forwarding protocols exposed to real traffic demands.
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